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Abstract: LBB(Leak Before Break) concept is widely used for main coolant pipelines of NPP 
worldwide. Snerdi is the first one in China that successfully utilized this advanced technology 
to the main coolant pipeline of PC Project I 300 MWe PWR NPP in 1990s. Except the main 
coolant loop, China Nuclear Safety Bureau hesitates to accept the use of LBB concept on 
other high energy pipe lines inside containment, but the effort is continuing on expanding the 
LBB application, especially for the main steam carbon steel pipeline. More analysis has been 
done to extend the LBB methodology application on other high energy pipe lines inside 
containment, A principle which shows the relation between the normal operation pipe stress 
and extreme pipe stress for a kind of pipe geometry and material properties of which pipe can 
meet the LBB requirements has been used. By studying the difference of bending and 
membrane stress ratio and the difference between leakage crack size margin and maximum 
load margin, a series of curves which show the above mentioned relationship can be generated, 
and the lower bound of these curves is finally used. Several elements which will influence the 
possibility of application of LBB concept have been discussed, such as the difference between 
normal operation pipe stress and extreme pipe stress, pipe thickness, the percentage of pipe 
bending stress, and the piping minimum allowable normal operation stress. With the help of 
this curve of each high energy pipe line inside containment such as surge line, safety injection line, 
residual heat removal line, main steam line and main feed water line etc., we can not only know the 
possibilities of LBB methodology, but also conduct LBB design for these pipelines. For main 
feed water line inside containment, the LBB methodology application is due to the permission 
of Nuclear Safety Bureau. But it won’t be a question in the near future. 
 
1. Introduction 

Nowadays LBB (Leak Before Break) technology is widely used for main coolant 
pipeline and other high energy pipelines inside containment of NPP worldwide. Snerdi first 
utilized this advanced technology to the main coolant pipeline of PC Project I 300 MWe PWR 
NPP in 1990s in China. Since then, we continued our efforts on the research of development 
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and application of LBB methodology. More analysis has been done to extend the LBB 
methodology application on other high energy pipe lines inside containment, especially on 
high energy carbon steel pipe lines, such as the main steam line. 

 
In order to apply LBB on surge line, safety injection line, residual heat removal line and 

main steam line etc. inside containment, each evaluation for these lines should be performed 
respectively. While doing the individual analysis, we find that LBB methodology can not be 
used to some high energy pipe lines owing to the limitations of their operation conditions, 
pipe geometry, material properties, piping layout, supports design and etc. Consequently, we 
verified and exploited the LBB boundary analysis curve methodology, established an 
procedure to attain each curve for high energy pipe line inside containment, and make the 
advantage of this curve to perform the LBB applicability analysis for each high energy pipe 
line respectively. 

 
2. The development and application of the LBB boundary analysis curve 

It is not always true for a high energy pipeline on which the LBB methodology can be 
applied that the smaller the normal operating stress, the better the pipe design. The reason is 
that, the smaller the normal operating stress, the larger the leakage crack size, and the weaker 
the stability of the crack under maximum stress. Consequently, the high energy pipe should be 
design to subject the normal operating stress bigger enough to cause a detectable leakage with 
a margin of 10 and the maximum stress smaller enough to hold the leakage size crack stable 
with a margin required by SRP3.6.3. We can call this kind of design a LBB design. With the 
abscissa of normal stress and vertical-axis of maximum stress, the LBB boundary analysis 
curve which represents the relationship between the normal and maximum stress separates the 
coordinates system into two areas. In the area above the curve, LBB design requirements can 
not be met. Each point on this curve meets the following margin requirements listed in 
SRP3.6.3 for LBB analysis:  

1) Margin of 10 on leak detection capability; 
2) Margin of 2 on flaw size; 
3) Margin of 1 on maximum load of absolute combination method. 
 
By studying the difference of bending and membrane stress ratio and the difference 

between leakage crack size margin and maximum load margin, a series of curves can be 
generated, and the LBB boundary analysis curve is the lower bound of these curves. With the 
help of this curve we can not only know the possibility of LBB methodology for a high 
energy pipeline on the basis of its ordinary stress analysis results, but also conduct LBB 
design for this pipeline in case it fails to be applied the above mentioned methodology 
originally. 

 
Fig. 2-1 is a sketch map which shows the application of the boundary analysis curve. For 

a certain operating condition, pipe geometry and pipe material properties, calculates the pipe 
stress under internal pressure, thermal loadings, dead weight and seismic loadings, then select 
the high stress location as the assessment point, and finally use the appropriate LBB boundary 
analysis curve to evaluate or improve its LBB applicability. When the assessment point is 
below the curve, the LBB methodology is applicable for the pipe section which the 
assessment point stands for. 
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Fig. 2-1  Sketch Map for BAC Application (BAC---Boundary Analysis Curve) 

 
 

3. The application of LBB boundary analysis curve 
In order to evaluate the LBB applicability of a high energy pipe line, pipe stress analysis 

results should be compared with the LBB boundary analysis curve. The assessment point is 
chosen at the location of highest maximum stress. The comparison is made based on an 
appropriate LBB boundary analysis curve for each assessment point, and the conclusion 
which shows the LBB applicability of the pipe line is obtained.  

 
The high energy pipe lines other than the main coolant pipe line inside containment are 

surge line, safety injection line, residual heat removal line, main steam line and main feed 
water line etc. These lines are designed, constructed, installed and inspected in accordance 
with ASME code. With the help of the LBB boundary analysis curves of these pipe lines, their 
LBB applicability can be discussed as the following: 

 
 For the sake of thermal expansion, surge line is flexibly designed, and its normal 

operating stress is so low that it is below the abscissa value of starting point of the 
LBB boundary curve. So, it is difficult for the surge line to meet the LBB 
requirements unless some means are used to increase it rigidity. In order to apply 
LBB methodology on it, modification should be made to improve its rigidity in case 
the resulting thermal stress is under the allowable stress limit. Meanwhile, the 
difference of the normal stresses between the starting and ending points on this 
curve is small, the piping layout and supports design are strictly limited to fit LBB 
applicability. It needs to develop a new type of seismic support except for the 
snubber to lessen the difference between its normal and maximum stress. 

 Based on the LBB boundary analysis curves of safety injection line, the slope of 
these curves are big and the normal stress values of their starting points are small. 
Consequently, LBB application on these lines is unlikely to be limited by their 
piping layout. Because if the slope of the curve is large, the maximum difference 
between the normal stress and the maximum stress of the pipe line with LBB 
applicability is large, and it needs comparatively less supports to mitigate pipe 
dynamic loadings. On the contrary, if the slope of the curve is small, the possibility 
of LBB application declines either, and apart from snubber a certain kind of restraint 
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which can considerably reduce piping dynamic loads but do not induce much more 
piping thermal stress needs to be designed. 

 From the view of its LBB boundary analysis curves, the main steam line can be 
easily applied the LBB methodology without worry about its layout and support 
design for the same reasons of the curve slope and the normal stress difference 
between the starting and ending points of the curve. But due to the reason that the 
material of main steam line is carbon steel, the use of LBB technology should be  
carefully conducted and based on detail ductile analysis and material experiment 
prudently. 

 The LBB BACs of the main feed water line shows that it has a wide range of LBB 
applicability and adaptability. But the maximum load is discouraging due to its worst 
condition of the water hammer. Though it is possible to over estimate the water 
hammer loads or to eliminate this catastrophic event, the authorities consider that the 
application of LBB on this line needs more preparation, contemplation and 
examination. 

 The LBB boundary analysis curve can be divided into two sections, the first section 
is based on margin of 2 on leak crack size and the second section is based on margin 
of 1.4 on maximum load. In the first section of the curve, the larger the bending 
stress versus membrane stress ratio, the easier the adjustability of LBB methodology. 
In the second section of the curve, the smaller the bending stress versus membrane 
stress ratio, the easier the adjustability of LBB methodology. In other words, piping 
layout should be adapted to the appropriate proportion of pipe bending stress for the 
sake of LBB applicability. 

 Under the circumstance of the same piping material, the same operating parameters 
and the same piping outside diameter, LBB boundary analysis curve with different 
pipe thickness shows that the thinner the thickness, the broader and easier the 
adjustability of LBB methodology. 

     
4. Conclusions 

By comparing the piping stress analysis results with the LBB boundary analysis curves 
which takes the advantages of  and exploits the ready theories and procedures, we can obtain 
the LBB applicability for a certain high energy pipe line with less conservatism. This method 
can be applied on surge line, safety injection line, residual heat removal line and main steam 
line inside containment to evaluate their LBB applicability with the following characters: 

1) The pipe geometry, pipe layout and pipe supports design for surge line should be 
adjusted and compromised subtly with the help of its LBB BACs . There are two 
suggestion, one is to reduce the flexibility moderately within the capacity of the pipe 
to accommodate thermal or thermal stratification loads, the other is to reduce 
adequately the difference between the maximum stress and normal operating stress. 

2) Safety injection line and residual heat removal line are unlikely to be limited by their 
piping layout to conform to LBB requirements. Although the slope of their curves is 
comparatively large, and the possibility of their LBB application is accordingly 
adequate, it is better to reduce excessive rigid supports to the extent that it keep 
enough structural stiffness. 

3) The main steam line shows the same characters with safety injection and residual heat 
removal lines. Furthermore, owing to the material and other abnormal dynamic loads 
of main steam line, the use of LBB technology should be based on considerate 
calculation of its normal and maximum stress, detail material experiments and 
conservative LBB BACs.  
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4) The main feed water system is a very important piping system for the NPP. With the 
help of better and more improved understanding of its water hammer event, 
enhancement of men operation training, advanced operation procedures, etc, the LBB 
application on main feed water line is just a question of time. 

 
    With the help of these LBB BACs of most high energy pipe lines inside containment, we  
not only can know the possibilities of LBB methodology, but also can conduct LBB design 
for these pipelines in case they fail to be applied the above mentioned methodology originally. 
For main feed water line inside containment, the LBB methodology application is due to the 
permission of Nuclear Safety Bureau. But it won’t be a question in the near future.  
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